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Overview
The Acumatica-Magento Connector by Kensium provides a bridge between Magento’s frontend eCommerce platform and Acumatica’s robust back end business management tools. This
guide contains configuration details regarding the installation and implementation of the
connector using the following sections.
•

Installing the Connector Package

•

Establishing a Connection within Acumatica

•

Establishing a Connection within Magento

•

Preparing Sync Data in Acumatica

•

Configuring Syncs in Magento

•

End User Scenarios

1 INSTALLING THE CONNECTOR
PACKAGE
The first step to installing the feature is to run the latest version of the Acumatica-Magento
Connector.
To begin, the following pre-requisites are necessary for the installation and configuration of the
Magento Connector
•

The latest version of the Commerce Basic package

Note: The package can be obtained through a VAR using the Acumatica portal, through an Account Manager by
contacting the Acumatica Helpdesk, or through the Acumatica public site.

1. Save the .zip file of the Magento Acumatica Connector package to the local hard drive.
2. Navigate to the Customization workspace.
3. Click Customization Projects.
4. Click the Import button.
5. Select Import New Project.
a. Select the Acumatica Magento Connector Package .zip file from a local folder.
b. Click Upload.
6. In the Levels column, indicate the level in which the package needs to be published.
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a. If utilizing CommercePro and Product Configurator, the packages should be
published with the following level designations: 1. Product Configurator, 2.
Commerce Basic, 3. CommercePro, 4. Acumatica-Magento Connector.
7. Toggle on the box(es) of the packages that need to be published.
a. If a package is already published in the instance that needs to remain published,
the package should have a level value associated with it, and the box should be
toggled on prior to publishing.
8. Click the Publish button.
9. Click Save.

Figure 1 - The Customization Projects screen. The instance above shows the
packages that need to be published as well as the levels that need to be
published for each.

If you want to publish the package(s) for a specific company:
1. Click the down arrow on the Publish button.
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2. Select Publish to Multiple Tenants.
3. When the Publish to Multiple Tenants pop-up screen appears
a. Select the checkbox(es) for the company name(s) to publish the package(s).
b. Click OK.
After installing the customization package, the connections must be established between
Acumatica and Magento.

2 ESTABLISHING A CONNECTION
WITHIN ACUMATICA
After the package has been published, the connector must be established within Acumatica.

2.1 CONFIGURING THE CONNECTOR IN
ACUMATICA
The first step in configuring the Magento Connector is to setup the parameters of the
connector. Navigate to the Magento Connector workspace and click Setup Parameters.
Navigate to the Connection Settings section.
1. Enter the Magento URL.
a. This is the store URL for the Magento eCommerce website.
2. Enter the Bearer Token.
a. The Bearer Token can be found on the Magento site.
i. Navigate to the System workspace on the Magento Site.
ii. Click Integrations under the Extensions workspace.
iii. Click the Pencil Icon next to the ACE integration.
iv. The Bearer Token will be listed under the Access Token field.
b. Enter the Bearer Token again to Confirm Bearer Token.
3. Click Test Connection.
a. A success message will render if the connection is successful.
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Figure 2 - After entering the Magento URL with the Bearer Token, the connection can be tested to ensure the
credentials have been properly entered.

Next, navigate to the Queue Processing Settings section.
1. Enter a Threshold Count.
a. The Threshold Count value indicates the number of records that will be sent
individually from Acumatica to Magento prior to the records being batched.
(e.g. if there are 50 records being sent, and the threshold count is 25, then the
records are batched by using the count defined in the Batch count value and
sent to Magento. If the batch count defined is for 25, then Acumatica batches
25 messages in one request and makes only 2 requests to Magento.) This
setting is applicable only for the Pricing and Inventory sync.
2. Enter a Batch Count.
a. The batch count value indicates how many records will be added to an FTP call
for bulk record sync. This reduces sync time by making multiple, smaller FTP
calls. (e.g. if syncing 50 records, the threshold count is set to 25, and the batch
count is set to 5, the 50 records will be sent in 10 API calls, each containing 5
records to be synced.). This setting is applicable only for the Pricing and
Inventory sync.
3. Enter a Retry Count.
This value is the number of times Acumatica attempts to send across a message
to Magento before rendering them as a Failed message. All failed messages are
not attempted automatically by the application. To process any Failed
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messages, you can use the Reprocess Failed Messages screen in the Magento
Connector workplace.
4. Enter a Check Process Time.
a. The accepted value for this option is between 1 and 59. This value defines the
frequency in number of seconds for which a schedule once initiated by the
framework continues to execute. All schedulers defined by the Magento
Connector are scheduled to run every 1 minute. This setting is an extension of
the default scheduling to define if the process should be slowed down and
controlled. When the framework initiates a scheduler as per the defined
schedules, the scheduler first completes the designated task. It then checks for
the time for which the process should continue to run based on the already
elapsed time versus the defined check process time. If the already elapsed time
is less than the Check process time, then the scheduler thread continues to run
until the time it has elapsed the time defined in the Check Process time.
5. Enter a Process Sleep Time.
a. This value is the time between check processes in seconds. (e.g. if the check
process time is set to 50 seconds, and the process sleep time is set to 5
seconds, the connector will first finish the expected tasks when it launches. Once
the task is completed, it sleeps for the defined amount of time and then checks
for any new records to be processed. This setting is controlled by the Check
Process Time setting above.
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Figure 3 - Queue Processing Settings are not default and can be adjusted to a merchant's needs.

If utilizing the Commerce Pro package, a section will appear in the Setup Parameters screen
that will be unique to this package: Price Sync Preferences.
1. Toggle the selection of price to sync with the connector
a. Default Price
b. Sales Price
i. The Sales Price of the item is listed on the stock item screen. This can be
configured during the configuration of the CommercePro Package.
Next, navigate to the Inventory Sync Preferences.
1. If using the CommercePro Package, toggle the selection of the Inventory sync
preference that you’d wish to use.
a. Execute Sync based on Branch-wise inventory sync definition in CommercePro.
i. Branch-wise inventory allows for the maintaining and tracking of
inventory on a branch by branch basis. This option will allow a user to
allocate inventories by branch.
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b. Execute sync based on following configuration.
i. Select the monitor and Publish settings for Quantity. This is the value that
gets published to Magento as the default available quantity for a product
1. Quantity Available
2. Quantity Available for Shipping
3. Quantity Available on Hand
ii. Select the warehouse(s) to be monitored by the connector
iii. Select the Magento Sync quantity value. If the CommercePro package is
not published, the only fields available in this section are listed in steps
1bi-1biii.
Navigate to the Configurable Products Sync Support section. This section allows users to select
the type of configurable products to be used with the connector, whether that is Product
Configurator or Acumatica’s Matrix Items Functionality.
1. Toggle the Kensium PC or Acumatica Matrix Item option based on the business need.
Navigate to the Vendor Inventory Preferences section. This section is available only when the
CommercePro package is published.
1. Select a vendor inventory sync preference.
a. This section offers options on how to show available vendor inventories from
Acumatica to Magento. Vendor inventory quantities can be included as a
separate value in Magento or as a part of the overall inventory quantity in
Magento.
Navigate to the Shipment Sync Trigger section.
1. Select a shipment sync trigger.
a. Shipments will sync between Acumatica and Magento based on the selection of
the setting on this screen. Shipment syncs will occur on the shipment
confirmation or on the invoice release.
Navigate to the A to M Customer Sync Preferences section.
1. Select the Customer Class(es) that will be synced with Magento.
Navigate to the A to M Order Sync Preferences section.
1. Select the Order Type(s) that will be synced with Magento.
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Navigate to the A to M Dropship ShipVia Sync Preferences section.
1. Select a ShipVia method for Dropship orders.
a. A ShipVia method must be selected for Dropship orders to ensure proper syncs
from Acumatica to Magento. By default, Magento does not have a shipping
method to represent Dropship shipments. This allows a user to define a
customer shipping method in Magento and then map it with the defined
incoming value from Acumatica.
Navigate to the Additional Settings section.
1. Toggle the Enable Customer Attribute Sync to Magento box.
a. This feature will allow for customer attributes to sync to Magento from
Acumatica.
Note: Customer Attributes are available and supported only with Magento Enterprise Edition.

Navigate to the Individual Sync Status section. This section allows a user to toggle on the type
of sync that will occur based on the business need.
1. Toggle on the Active box next to the entity that needs to be enabled for sync.
When all preferences have been configured, click Save.
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Figure 4 – The Magento Connector Setup Parameters Screen in Acumatica

2.2 CONFIGURING SCHEMA IN ACUMATICA
The schema that is necessary to sync with Magento can be configured by the user’s needs from
Acumatica to Magento. The purpose of this is to allow users to select the fields that will sync
between Acumatica and Magento

2.2.1 ESTABLISHING PRODUCT SYNC SCHEMA
Navigate to the Magento Connector workspace and select Product under the Schema
Management section.
1. Click Refresh Schema.
2. Select the tab of schema to enable. The tabs are:
a. General Settings
b. Price/Cost Information
c. Attributes
d. eCommerce
e. Additional Features
f.

Packaging
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g. Cross Reference Details
3. Toggle the Active box on for all Schema and Display Names applicable.
4. Click Save.

Figure 5 - The Product page of Schema Management. It is important to click Refresh Schema prior to toggling
on and off schema for sync. All tabs should be viewed to ensure all desired schema are toggled.

The selected schema will be active for syncs between Magento and Acumatica. The purpose of
toggling the selected product schema in Acumatica is to ensure that only the schema that a
user selects will trigger syncs. This reduces server load and optimizes communication between
Acumatica and Magento. Product attributes will not sync if they have not been toggled on in
the Schema Management section.
Note: Some fields within Product Sync Schema will be preselected upon publishing the connector package. Fields
should be reviewed prior to the connector being initialized. Any new customization fields added to these tabs
automatically will appear for mapping.
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2.2.2 ESTABLISHING CATEGORY SYNC SCHEMA
Navigate to the Magento Connector workspace and select Category under the Schema
Management section.
1. Click Refresh Schema.
2. Select the tab of schema to enable. The tabs are:
a. Category Info
b. eCommerce
3. Toggle the Active box on for all Schema and Display Names applicable.
4. Click Save.
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Figure 6 - The Category screen of Schema Management. Sales Category fields that need to be enabled for syncs
can be found here.

The selected schema will be active for syncs between Magento and Acumatica.
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2.2.3 ESTABLISHING CUSTOMER SYNC SCHEMA
Navigate to the Magento Connector workspace and select Customer under the Schema
Management section. Note there are two extra columns in this schema management: API
Reference Field Path and API Input Field Name. This contains the direction and destination of
the selected field using Acumatica’s API framework. These are fields that can be modified to
the needs of a user based on the schema that are being synced.
1. Click Refresh Schema.
2. Select the tab of schema to enable. The tabs are:
a. General Info
b. Billing Settings
c. Delivery Settings
d. Payment Methods
e. Salespersons
f.

Attributes

g. Activities
h. Mail Settings
3. Toggle the Active box on for all Schema and Display Names applicable.
4. Click Save.
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Figure 7 - The Customer screen of Schema Management. The addition of the API Reference Field Path allows
installers to adjust data destinations prior to sync.

The selected schema will be active for syncs between Magento and Acumatica.

2.3 VIEWING MAGENTO ENDPOINT URLS IN
ACUMATICA
The Magento endpoint URLs are established with the installation of the package and
initialization of the connector. The endpoints will display the destination of data transfers from
Acumatica to Magento using Magento’s REST API functionality.
Navigate to the Magento Connector workspace and select Magento Endpoints.
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Figure 8 - Magento Endpoints in Acumatica. It is not advised to adjust these endpoints without consulting an
implementation specialist or Support.

Displayed are the Action Type Description and their corresponding Entity Magento URL. These
endpoints display where API calls will be made to and from given the action type being
performed.
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3 ESTABLISHING A CONNECTION
WITHIN MAGENTO
After the connection has been established in Acumatica, the connector must be established in
Magento.

3.1 VIEWING THE ACUMATICA ENDPOINT URLS IN
MAGENTO
Endpoint URLs are visible for a user to determine the destination of data synced from Magento
to Acumatica. These endpoints utilize Acumatica’s API framework to determine the direction of
calls made from Magento to Acumatica.
To view these endpoints, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and
click Acumatica Endpoint URLs.

Figure 9 - Acumatica Endpoints in Magento.
Note: It is not advised to modify URLs without the support of an implementation specialist. Endpoint URLs are added
by default upon installing the package. They should be modified only if a customization is present or being added.
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3.2 BASIC CONFIGURATION IN MAGENTO
To configure the connection in Magento, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace
in Magento and click Basic Configuration.

Figure 10 - The Basic Configuration Screen in Magento

1. Select a Store View.
a. The Store View indicates which website (in Acumatica terms, which branch) the
configuration will affect. If the configuration is applicable to all websites, and
thus stores and branches, active on Magento, select Default Config. Otherwise,
select the website or store view that is specific to the configuration that is being
completed.
2. Enter the Acumatica Base URL.
3. Enter the Login Username.
4. Enter and confirm the Password.
5. Enter the Login Company.
6. Click Test Connection.
a. A message will appear if the connection is successful.
7. Click Save Config.
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The Logging section of the Basic Configuration page allows a user to select the actions that
can be logged during data exchanges between Acumatica and Magento.

Figure 11 - Actions that are to be recorded in Magento logs can be toggled on in the Acumatica Logging section
of the Basic Configuration screen.

1. Toggle the Logs that are needed.
2. Enter a value for the Log Entry Lifetime, days.
3. Enter a Log Cleaning Frequency.
4. Select the Show in System Messages preferences.
5. Click Save Config.
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Figure 12 - Log lifetime and deletion can be scheduled or manually processed in the Acumatica Logging section
of the Basic Configuration screen.

At the bottom of the screen there is an option to Flush Messages. This action will delete all log
data if necessary.

3.3 SYNC CONFIGURATION IN MAGENTO
Sync Configuration in Magento allows a user to enable syncs between Acumatica and
Magento. Navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and click Sync
Configuration.
1. Select a Store View.
a. The Store View indicates which website (in Acumatica terms, which branch) the
configuration will affect. If the configuration is applicable to all websites, and
thus stores and branches, active on Magento, select Default Config. Otherwise,
select the website or store view that is specific to the configuration that is being
completed.
2. Toggle a Sync to enable to enable the sync for a particular sync.
3. Select a Sync Direction for the sync.
4. Click Save Config.
Repeat these steps for each sync criteria that are necessary for syncs.
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Figure 13 - All sync types should be viewed and determined if they should be enabled or disabled prior to
initiating a sync.

4 PREPARING SYNC DATA IN
ACUMATICA
After the connections have been established, data must be prepared in Acumatica for Sync
with Magento.

4.1 ENABLING ITEM CLASSES FOR MAGENTO SYNC
Prior to syncing products, item classes must be enabled for Magento sync. Navigate to the
Payables workspace in Acumatica and click Item Classes.
1. Select the Item Class that is to be synced with Magento.
2. At the top of the page, toggle on the box labeled Enabled for Magento Sync.
3. Click Save.
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Figure 14 - Enabling an Item Class in Acumatica for Magento Sync

The item class will now be synced to Magento as an Attribute Set. If the item class is not
already created in Magento, then the connector will create the corresponding Attribute Set in
Magento.

4.2 ENABLING PRODUCTS FOR MAGENTO SYNC
After the item class is enabled for Magento sync, the items within the item classes need to be
enabled for product sync. Navigate to the Inventory workspace in Acumatica and click Stock
Items.
1. Select a Stock Item.
2. Click the eCommerce tab.
3. Toggle on the box labeled Enabled for Magento Sync.
4. Select a Visibility
a. This feature must be selected. The options are:
i. Not Visible Individually: this is an item that is a part of a bundled
product or kit
ii. Catalog: visible in the product catalog but cannot be searched for.
iii. Search: visible only if searched for in the product catalog.
iv. Catalog, Search: visible in the product catalog and can be searched
for.
5. Click Save.
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Figure 15 - Enabling a Stock Item in Acumatica for Magento Sync

The product will be ready for sync when the stock item’s status is set to active, the item class is
enabled for sync, and the stock item is enabled for sync.

4.3 ENABLING SALES CATEGORIES FOR MAGENTO
SYNC
Sales Categories in Acumatica must be enabled for Magento sync prior to item data syncing.
The purpose of this is to allow for eCommerce metadata located in the eCommerce tab to flow
from Acumatica to Magento. To begin, navigate to the Inventory workspace and click Item
Sales Category.
1. Select a Sales Category.
2. Click the eCommerce tab.
3. Toggle on the box labeled Enabled for Magento Sync.
4. Select a Category Status on Magento.
a. Active
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b. Inactive
5. Click Save.

Figure 16 - Enabling a Sales Category in Acumatica for Magento Sync

The sync will now be available for the selected item sales category.

5 MAPPING IN MAGENTO
When Acumatica data is prepared for syncing, the data paths must be mapped based on
attributes and fields established in Magento. This requires the creation of additional schema
and attributes in Magento.
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5.1 MAPPING PRODUCT ATTRIBUTE SCHEMA
Product Attribute Schema must be mapped in order to ensure product data can be moved
from Acumatica to Magento. Acumatica attributes are considered metadata and must be
mapped prior to syncing products.
To begin, select an attribute that has been added to an item class that is enabled for Magento
sync in Acumatica. Navigate to the Magento Connector workspace in Acumatica and select
Product under the Schema Management section.
1. Click Refresh Schema.
a. The attributes will refresh successfully with a green checkmark.
2. Toggle the Active box next to the attribute that must be mapped.
3. Click Save.
To view the successfully synced attribute, navigate to the Stores workspace in Magento and
select Attribute Set. Attribute Sets are equivalent to Acumatica item classes.
1. Click the Attribute Set (item class) that the Acumatica attribute is assigned to.
2. In the Groups section, scroll down to the Acumatica folder.
3. The attribute will appear in the Acumatica folder.
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Figure 17 - The Acumatica Folder of a Product Attribute Set in Magento will contain all Product Attributes
associated with the Acumatica item class that they belong to.

Default Magento attributes will appear in the General folder. It is important to note that the
connector will not adjust any existing attributes located in attribute sets in Magento. If the
attribute appears in the Unassigned Attributes list, the attribute may be dragged and dropped
into the Acumatica folder.
Now that the attribute has been assigned to the Attribute Set, the attribute can be made and
mapped in Magento for syncs. Navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento
and select Product in the Mapping section.
1. Select a Store View in the top left hand corner.
2. Click Update Schema.
a. If the Magento Product Attribute already exists for the Acumatica Product
Attribute, skip to step 8.
3. Click Get New Attributes
a. The list of unmapped attributes from Acumatica will render.
4. Click Create next to the Acumatica attribute that will be made into a Magento attribute.
5. Under Attribute Properties
a. Enter a Default Label
i. This is the display name of the attribute.
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b. Enter a Catalog Input Type for Store Owner
i. This will update the interface of the options for the attribute.
c. Enter a Values Required option.
i. This will determine whether the attribute is a required field.
6. Under Advanced Attribute Properties.
a. Enter an Attribute Code.
i. This is an internally used code for attributes.
b. Enter a Scope.
i. This will designate where the attribute will be visible.
7. Click Save Attribute. The Magento Attribute will now be created based on the
information from the Acumatica Attribute and appear in the Magento Product Attribute
column of the Product Attribute Mapping page.
8. Click Update Schema.
9. Click Map Product Attributes.
10. Select the Magento Product Attribute.
11. Select the Acumatica Product Attribute.
12. Click Save.

Figure 18 - Mapping a Product Attribute

The attribute has now been mapped.

5.2 MAPPING CUSTOMER SCHEMA
Customer schema must be mapped to ensure that customer data is properly syncing between
Acumatica and Magento. To begin, navigate to the Magento Connector workspace in
Acumatica and select Customers under the Schema Management section.
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1. Click Refresh Schema.
a. The attributes will refresh successfully with a green checkmark.
2. Toggle the Active box next to the attribute that must be mapped.
3. Click Save.
Next, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and click Customer
under the Mapping section.
1. Select a Store View in the top left hand corner.
2. Click Update Schema.
a. If the Magento Customer Attribute already exists for the Acumatica Customer
Attribute, skip to step 8.
3. Click Get New Attributes
a. The list of unmapped attributes from Acumatica will render.
4. Click Create next to the Acumatica attribute that will be made into a Magento attribute.
5. Under Attribute Properties
a. Enter a Default Label
i. This is the display name of the attribute.
b. Enter an Attribute Code
i. This is an internal documentation of the attribute.
c. Enter a Input Type option.
i. This is the type of attribute that has been created in Acumatica (combo,
multi combo, etc.).
6. Under Storefront Properties.
a. Enter a Show on Storefront Option.
b. Enter a Sort Order.
i. This will designate where the attribute will appear in conjunction with
other attributes if visible on the storefront.
c. Enter a Forms to Use In.
i. This will designate where the attribute will appear.
7. Click Save Attribute. The Magento Attribute will now be created based on the
information from the Acumatica Attribute and appear in the Magento Customer
Attribute column of the Customer Attribute Mapping page.
8. Click Update Schema.
9. Click Map Attributes.
10. Select a Magento Customer Attribute.
11. Select an Acumatica Customer Attribute.
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12. Select a Direction.
a. This will allow a user to determine the direction of metadata syncs for individual
product attributes.
13. Click Save.

Figure 19 - Mapping a Customer Attribute

The attribute has now been mapped.

5.3 MAPPING CATEGORY SCHEMA
Category mapping involves the information located in the eCommerce tab of Acumatica that
renders with the utilization of an eCommerce connector. To begin, navigate to the Magento
Connector workspace in Acumatica and select Categories under the Schema Management
section.
1. Click Refresh Schema.
a. The attributes will refresh successfully with a green checkmark.
2. Toggle on the Active box next to the attribute that must be mapped.
3. Click Save.
Next, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and click Category in the
Mapping section.
1. Select a Store View.
2. Click Update Schema.
3. Click Map Category Attributes.
4. Select a Magento Category Attribute.
5. Select an Acumatica Category Attribute.
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6. Click Save.

Figure 20 - Mapping a Category Attribute

The relationship between the category attributes will be mapped.

5.4 MAPPING CUSTOMER GROUPS
Customer Groups in Magento can be mapped to Customer Classes and Customer Price
Classes in Acumatica. To begin, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in
Magento and click Customer Group in the Mapping section. Customer groups must be
mapped in order to ensure customer syncs will properly occur between Acumatica and
Magento.
1. Select the Store View.
2. Click Update Customer Class.
3. Click Update Customer Price Class.
4. Click Map Customer Groups.
a. A popup will render to create a new mapping relationship between Magento
and Acumatica Customer Group data.
5. Select a Magento Customer Group.
6. Select an Acumatica Customer Class.
7. Select an Acumatica Customer Price Class.
a. If adding multiple relationships, click Add and a second line will render to map
additional relationships.
8. Click Save.
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Figure 21 - Mapping a Customer Group

The relationship has been mapped.
Note: Customer Classes and Customer Price Classes can only be used within one mapping. The connector will not
recognize multiple mappings for a single customer or customer price class.

5.5 MAPPING PAYMENT METHODS
Payment methods in Magento must be mapped with payment methods in Acumatica. The
purpose of this is to ensure payments are processed and settled properly from Magento to
Acumatica. To begin, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and click
Payment Method in the Mapping section.
1. Select a Store View.
2. Click Update Schema.
3. Click Map Payment Methods.
4. Select a Magento Payment Method.
5. Select a Card Type.
6. Select an Acumatica Payment Plugin.
a. If no payment plugins are being used in the Acumatica instance, this field can be
left blank.
7. Select an Acumatica Payment Method.
8. Select an Acumatica Cash Account
9. Click Save.
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Figure 22 - Mapping a Payment Method

The payment method relationship has now been mapped.

5.6 MAPPING SHIPPING METHODS
Shipping methods can be mapped bidirectionally depending on the nature of the order that
has been placed.

5.6.1 SHIPPING METHODS FROM ACUMATICA TO MAGENTO
To begin, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and select Shipping
Method (A>M) under the Mapping section.
1. Select a Store View.
2. Click Update Schema.
3. Click Map Shipping Methods.
4. Select the Acumatica ShipVia method.
5. Select the Magento Shipping Carrier.
6. Enter a Magento Shipping Title.
7. Click Save.
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Figure 23 - Mapping a Shipping Method from Acumatica to Magento

The shipping relationship has been mapped.

5.6.2 SHIPPING METHODS FROM MAGENTO TO ACUMATICA
To begin, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and select Shipping
Method (A>M) under the Mapping section.
1. Select a Store View.
2. Click Update Schema.
3. Click Map Shipping Methods.
4. Select a Magento Shipping Method.
a. If a new method needs to be created, select Custom and enter in the name of a
new Magento Shipping Method.
5. Select an Acumatica Ship Via method.
6. Click Save.

Figure 24 - Mapping a Shipping Method from Magento to Acumatica
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The shipping relationship has now been mapped.

5.7 MAPPING WAREHOUSES
Warehouses in Acumatica can be mapped to Magento Sources to ensure proper management
of inventory. To begin, navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and
select Warehouse under the Mapping section.
1. Select a Store View.
2. Click Update Schema.
3. Click Map Warehouse.
4. Select a Magento Source.
5. Select an Acumatica Warehouse.
6. Click Save.

Figure 25 - Mapping a Warehouse

The warehouse relationship has been mapped.

5.7.1 MULTI SOURCE INVENTORY (MSI) SETUP
If using multiple sources for inventory, the sources must be created in Magento and mapped to
Acumatica warehouses. To create an inventory source in Magento, navigate to the Stores
workspace in Magento and click Sources.
1. Click Add New Source.
2. Enter a Name for the source.
3. Enter a Code for the source.
4. Click Save and Continue.
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Note: Additional information such as source location can be added prior to saving the Source in Magento, however
it is not required.

Now that the additional source for inventory has been created, the stock needs to be assigned
to the source. Navigate to the Stores workspace and click Stocks.
1. Click Edit on the stock that will be used.
a. A new stock can be created at this step if necessary, by clicking Add New Stock.
2. Verify the Sales Channels that are assigned to the stock are the sales channels
necessary for multi-source inventory.
3. Click Assign Sources.
4. Toggle on the Sources from the list that need to be added to the stock.
5. Click Done.
6. Click Save and Continue.
The sources are now assigned to the stock and will be used on the sales channels associated
with the stock. The sources can now be mapped to warehouses (see section 5.7). The product
in the Magento Catalog will now reflect the multiple sources of inventory based on their
inventory in Acumatica warehouses.

5.8 MAPPING ORDER STATUSES
Order statuses in Acumatica can be mapped to Magento order statuses to ensure that order
status data transfers from Acumatica’s back office to Magento’s front end. To begin, navigate
to the Kensium A-M Connector in Magento and click Order Status in the Mapping section.
1. Select a Store View.
2. Click Add New Order Status.
3. Enter the name of the Acumatica Order Status.
a. The Acumatica Order Status must be entered exactly as it appears in Acumatica
to ensure proper mapping.
4. Select a corresponding Magento Order Status.
5. Click Save.
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Figure 26 - Mapping Order Statuses in Magento

The order status is now mapped.

6 END USER SCENARIOS
After all fields have been configured, mapped, and tested, the connector is ready for use.

6.1 INITIALIZING THE CONNECTOR
When the package has been successfully published, the connector must be initialized. The
purpose of this is to establish the GI, queue, and push notification capabilities of the connector
in Acumatica. Navigate to the Magento Connector workspace and click Initialize.
1. Click Initialize.
The connector will establish the MSMQ connection and check for the presence of the
Commerce Basic package. If the Commerce Basic package is not published, the connector will
not initialize and render an error message. All queues, general inquiries, push notifications, and
schedulers will then render after the MSMQ and Commerce Basic package have been checked.
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Figure 27- Initializing the Connector

After the connector has been initialized successfully, the connector will now be available for
testing and deactivation.
•

Test Features will allow a user to test the connection, rendering a success or error
message to ensure proper configuration.

•

Deactivate will allow a user to Pause or Stop the connector.
o

Pause Sync to Magento will allow a user to stop the sync to Magento while still
collecting data to be sent to Magento when the sync is reactivated. Data will be
monitored and sent when the sync is re-established. Clicking Activate will
reactivate the connection.

o

Stop Push Notifications will allow a user to stop the sync to Magento and data
collection for sync to Magento. No data will be monitored or synced.
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Figure 28 - When deactivating the connector, pausing the sync will continue to collect data to sync until it is
reactivated. Stopping Push Notifications will deactivate the sync, but will not collect information to sync when
reactivated.

If a user has selected Stop Push Notifications, then the Uninstall button will be available for
selection. This button allows a user to delete all queues, schedules, generic inquiries and push
notifications that were established by the initialization of the connector.

6.2 MAGENTO CONNECTOR LOGS
Logging of actions made in both Acumatica and Magento is recorded within both systems.

6.2.1 ACUMATICA LOGS
Actions made for syncs in Acumatica are in the Magento Connector workspace under
Connector Logs screen.
The log can be filtered by the following criteria:
•

Action Type
o

Initialization

o

Configuration

o

Metadata Sync
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•

o

Data Retrieval

o

Product Sync

o

Product Status Update Sync

o

Product Dependencies Update Sync

o

Pricing Sync

o

Inventory Sync

o

Category Sync

o

Customer Sync

o

Order Sync

o

Order Status Update Sync

o

Shipment Sync

o

Reprocess Sync

o

Reprocess
▪

Product Sync

▪

Product Status Update Sync

▪

Pricing Sync

▪

Inventory Sync

▪

Category Sync

▪

Customer Sync

▪

Order Sync

▪

Shipment Sync

Level
o

Info

o

Error

o

Warning

o

Debug

•

From Date/To Date

•

From Time/To Time

•

Message
o

This field can be used to enter keywords or values to filter within the logs
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Figure 29 - The Connector Logs in Acumatica

6.2.2 MAGENTO LOGS
Navigate to the Basic Configuration section of the Kensium A-M Connector in Magento.
The Logging section of the Basic Configuration page allows a user to select the logs that can
be active for actions made between Magento and Acumatica.
1. Toggle the Logs that are needed.
2. Enter a value for the Log Entry Lifetime, days.
3. Enter a Log Cleaning Frequency.
4. Select the Show in System Messages preferences.
5. Click Save Config.
At the bottom of the screen there is an option to Flush Messages. This action will delete all log
data if necessary.
6.2.2.1

ADMIN LOGS

The Admin Log contain a log of all the actions made within Magento that are only visible to an
admin. Clicking View next to an action will show a detailed entry of the action made.
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6.2.2.2

BULK ACTION LOGS

The Bulk Action Log contains entries of bulk syncs that have occurred between Acumatica and
Magento. The action will log as a single entry and clicking Details will display each individual
update that was made during the bulk call, as well as show failed items that did not sync.
6.2.2.3

CONNECTOR SYNC LOGS

The Connector Sync Log shows the actions made through the connector, their start, finish, and
failure time, as well as the group, action, and sync direction of the entry.
6.2.2.4

DEVELOPER LOGS

The Developer Logs contain entries of changes made within data syncs that have happened
from Acumatica to Magento for developer views. Clicking Details next to an entry will display
the hard-coded change to the entry.

6.3 ORDER SYNC FAILURE
The Magento site contains a log of all order syncs that have failed in their transmission to
Acumatica. Navigate to the Kensium A-M Connector workspace in Magento and select Order
Sync Failure.
Orders that have failed will render their order number as well as an error message to help
trouble shoot the failed order.

6.4 MANUAL SYNC PROCESSES
Manual syncs can be initiated by a user in the Real Time Processes and Batch Processes section
of the Magento Connector Workspace in Acumatica. It is important to note that while all
entities are automated and scheduled, Metadata (in Batch Processes) and Update Kit Quantity
(in Real Time Processes) are not automated and can be scheduled using Acumatica’s
Automation Scheduler Functionality. Navigate to the Magento Connector workspace in
Acumatica.
1. Select the entity to sync under Batch Processes or Real Time Processes.
2. Click Process Messages.
The messages will be processed and sent to Magento.
Note: Kit Qty and Metadata syncs are NOT automated upon initializing the connector. If syncs are required for Kit
Quantities and Metadata (such as item class and attribute data), these syncs must be accessed via the Magento
Connector workspace, where an automation scheduler can be added.
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6.5 ORDER LOOKUP
The order lookup functionality of the Magento Connector allows users to make changes in
Acumatica to sales orders that will be reflected in Magento. To enable this feature, ensure that:
1. The Order Lookup Sync function is enabled in the Setup Parameters screen of
Acumatica under the Individual Sync Status section.
2. The Order Lookup Sync is toggled to Enabled in the Order Sync section of the Sync
Preferences screen in Magento.
With the sync enabled in these two sections, users will now be able to update order details in
Acumatica, such as customer addresses, and have those changes be reflected on the Magento
order for both the customer and
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